◆ What is pre-need agreement?

（生前契約とは）

We never know when, where and how we meet an accident and/or a misfortune.
We now live in the time when it is necessary to think carefully and prepare ourselves
for the death and for the possible impairment of judgement. “Pre-need agreement“is
exactly what serves for this purpose, namely to prepare ourselves for the support
needed in such circumstances.
In the past, nursing care, terminal care, funerals, etc. were considered as the role of
the family, but today, we need to choose our own way of life and prepare ourselves
for the death and other contingencies on our own responsibility.
Pre-need agreement is largely divided into two parts, for “after-death business” and
for “living support business (guardianship business)”. Liss System offers 2 types of
pre-need agreement: one that deals with only “after-death business” and the other
both “after-death business” and “living support business (guardianship business)”

1) After-death business
When a person dies, many things occur that need to be attended. The work volume
is far greater than you imagine. It includes “the things that must be done” (“basic
after-death business”) and “optional after-death business”, tailored to each person.
In signing the “contract to mandate after-death business”, you give a good thought
to what you will need and include only those you really need.
Liss System supports “your own way of life” and “your death on your own
responsibility” by the pre-need agreement, and our commitment is protected by
notarized documents.

〇 Contents of after-death business
• Cremation, cineration and funeral
• Payment of utility bills (electricity, water, gas, etc.) and their cancellation
• Clearing up the residence, cancellation and returning of the rented house,
support of the relocation of the co-habited family members.
• Handling of insurance policies and pensions

• Cancellation of credit cards and other cards
• Delete and destroy all the personal information on PC, mobile, etc.
• Disposition of pets and things that the deceased cared for
• Disposition of assets of religious services (including gravestones and family
alters)
• Act on behalf of the deceased for social participation, e.g. bringing condolence
money for funerals or gift of money for celebration of the beloved of the
deceased.
• Others

2) “Living Support Business (Guardianship Business)”
When you are faced with an unexpected situation, you may want someone to help
you. The contract to mandate living support business serves for this purpose. The
roles so far borne by the family can be mandated to a third party. And this helps you
live and enjoy life free from worries.

〇 Contents of living support business (guardianship business)
• Be a guarantor when you are hospitalized, rent an
accommodation, move into a senior residence, etc.
• Take care of you as a guardian when you are
demented.
• Be present at your surgery and/or at the doctor’s
explanation and give consent to the treatment on
your behalf.
• Make a decision on the medical treatment on your
behalf.
• Support or act on your behalf for the management
and/or disposition of your assets.
• Act on your behalf to make a contract of nursing
care insurance and other welfare services.
• Others: Help solve problems in your daily life and
provide various support needed to improve your
quality of life.

